Meeting Open: 19:02pm WST(+08) Narnia! Or at least the Narnia that exist upstairs at the ma-sonic.

Apologies: From the committee to the Production crew, soz for stealing your read-through so that we would have quorum.

Agenda:

1. The True Panto of Christmas.

2. Constitutional Reform

1. The True Panto of Christmas

- And the nominations are
  - Some Narnian Tale
  - A Christmas Carol
  - The Little Mermaid
  - Sleeping Beauty
  - The Snow Queen
  - The Snow Queen in Sun Screen

- There is some light explanation of what some of the pitches are, but not much as we want to be quick, before its taken to a vote.

- Some Narnian Tale 3
- A Christmas Carol 11
- The Little Mermaid 0
- Sleeping Beauty 0
- The Snow Queen 20
- The Snow Queen in Sun Screen 13

- And The Snow Queen wins!!!

Winter is Coming
1. Who will be the Head writer?
   - Bradley Nominates Drew, Sarah seconds, Drew declines.
   - Adam Nominates Himself, Sarah seconds.
   - Adam wins by default.

2. Constitutional Reform
   - Any questions? No. Ok lets vote. YAY it got in.

Meeting Closed: 19:19pm WST(+08) Now on with the play.